How To Give Negative Feedback Respectfully
___________________________________________________________________________

It’s not easy finding the perfect balance as a manager. You want to be the “nice guy”, the
great boss that cares about their employees’ happiness, health, work-life balance, etc.
But you also need to make sure that the team is functioning at 100 percent, and sometimes
this requires giving negative and constructive feedback.
Why is it hard for us to give negative feedback?
It’s hard for managers to give negative feedback, because human to human, despite our
titles and roles, it’s not easy to point out someone’s shortcomings so openly.
It’s awkward, but luckily there are ways to get more comfortable with the process.
According to this article in Forbes, we hate giving feedback because…
We’re worried about the other person’s reaction: What if she gets angry? What if he cries?
What if she tells me I’m an idiot? What if he gets super defensive and starts blaming me?
Another important tip to remember is that employees ultimately hope to improve and
grow, so they want your feedback, good and bad. You just have to keep in mind not only
what you are saying, but how you choose to say it.
Here are 5 simple tips for giving negative feedback respectfully.
1. Solidify Trust.
The way the feedback session goes does not only depend on the relationship you have with
your employee. If you have developed a transparent, trust-based relationship with your
team, then they will know that you have their best interests at heart and that the feedback,
be it good or bad, is for their own betterment.
Think of it like this…
If your best friend tells you that your new haircut doesn’t suit you well, you (hopefully)
won’t get mad, because you know that their criticism is coming from a good place – to help
you be the best version of you.
On the other hand, if a non-friend, an acquaintance or a stranger came up to you and gave
the same criticism, it would be understandable that you would take the news badly.
When mutual trust and appreciation exists, the feedback will be received more openly.

2. Don’t Make It Personal, Focus On The Behaviour.
Instead of focusing on the personality of your employee, focus on their behaviour. For
example:
Personal – “You are unproductive and disorganized.”
Behaviour – “I see that your workload has been a bit difficult to manage, so I’m thinking that
we can work together on priority planning and organization. What do you think?”
Not only does this behaviour-oriented approach not attack the personality of your
employee, but it also shows them that you are there to help with the issue.
Furthermore, it ends with a question soliciting their opinion and feedback so you can be
sure that they are comfortable.
And lastly, emphasizing a solution while presenting the problem is really important. It takes
away from the direness of the issue at hand and injects some positivity into the mix so you
can motivate instead of de-motivate your team.
To reiterate:
Make it about their behaviour, not who they are.
3. Let them know you are there to help.
Along with stating the problem, offer a solution.
Give Honest, Sincere Praise
I’m not a huge fan of the compliment sandwich because I think employees expect this
method, which feels forced. So they end up just focusing on the meat – the problem stuck
between the middle of two bland, empty compliments.
This won’t cut it. Employees need and deserve sincere recognition for the great work that
they do.
Be specific with your praise. It’s so easy for your employees to see and feel when you’re
being real. Talk to them about the things they are doing well, what specifically you found
impressive in their work, etc.
Compliment-Sandwich Praise – “We are so happy to have you on our team…but we really
need you to focus a bit more on your presentation skills…however, overall you are doing a
great job.”
Sincere praise – “I’m really impressed with the work you did on X project, specifically X and
X. I also received great feedback on your work from team members/clients saying that X.”
When employees feel that they are being seen as much for their positive contribution as
well as their shortcomings, they will be more willing to improve in order to keep receiving
that positive reinforcement. Without it, there is not much to look forward to.
4. Ask For Feedback On Your Performance.
Great leaders possess empathy, enough so that they would put themselves in a similar
position of vulnerability. This is why it’s important to ask your employees for their feedback
on your performance.
Granted, it won’t always easy for employees to give their manager constructive criticism or
negative feedback but offering them the option to do so offers the suggestion that no one is
perfect, we all need work, there is room for improvement always for all of us. And isn’t that
the truth?

5. Ask, Listen, Then Speak.
No one likes to be the bearer of bad news, so instead of telling your employees where they
need to improve, start by asking them how they feel about a certain situation. For example:
Negative Statement -“John, I wanted to discuss your last sales pitch. Unfortunately, it wasn’t
as strong as I would have liked.”
Question -“John, how do you feel your last sales pitch went?”
Employees generally know when their work isn’t strong and giving them the opportunity to
own up to it and offer insights into their own mistakes is a way to make the negative
feedback less condescending.
Let it come from them, then respectfully agree and guide them to a mutually agreeable
solution.
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